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Final positivity correction of an ODF containing negative densities can be carried out using a linear
variant of the exponential method. The phone-concept is automatically included. The final positivity
correction corrects the truncation error of the harmonic method if the given series coefficients describe
a totally positive axis distribution function.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the harmonic method one of its major drawbacks was the
occurrence of negative values in the ODF and in recalculated pole figures because
of incompatibilities of the measured pole figures, "ghost" effects and series
truncation (Bunge, 1982). Negative values are intrinsically possible in Fourier
series although they are physically impossible for density functions. Even the
positivity method for even- and odd-order coefficients (Dahms & Bunge, i989)
cannot totally exclude negative densities (Dahms, 1992a). Although the introduction of the "phone"-concept (Matthies, 1984) into pole figure inversion lead to
some improvement, negative densities may still be present in the ODF (Dahms,
1992b). Here, intrinsically positive series expansion using a quadratic (Van
Houtte, 1983) or an exponential (Van Houtte, 1991) form can lead to an absolute
positive ODF. If such an ODF is described by a finite Fourier series, only
truncation errors can lead to negative values in the recalculated ODF. Wagner’s
final correction (1992) also results in a positive ODF, but it is in fact a
simplification of the first approximation of the complete ODF in the exponential
method as will be shown later.

MATHEMATICAL CONSIDERATIONS

An orientation distribution function (ODF) of a polycrystalline aggregate f(g)
can be described b.y series expansion using symmetrized general spherical
harmonic functions }’"(g) with coetticients C" (Bunge, 1982)
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where the variable g represents the crystal orientation, e.g. described by the
eulerian angles q01,
q02, and M(I) and N(I) are integers defined by crystal and
sample symmetries, respectively.
In practice, series expansion can only be carded out up to a maximum index
lmax, the degree of series expansion L. In the case of measured orientation
distributions (pole figures or individual orientation measurements), this is due to
the limited number of data points. In general and also for theoretical orientation
distributions, the absolute limit is defined by the computer capacity. Equation (1)
is then transformed to
L M(l) N(l)

+ A,.
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where A. is the truncation error (Bunge, 1982).
The ODF may be split in an even and an odd part f(g) and )(g), respectively.
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In series terms, it is written
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In principal, the even part can be directly determined from measured pole figures
by pole figure inversion up to a certain degree L whereas the calculation of the
odd part needs the additional information that the ODF is a non-negative
function.

f (g) >- O

(6)

Also the odd part can only be determined up to a certain degree, e.g. L- 1. If we
define
L
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it is

f(g) + fL(g) + At.

f(g)
(9)
Because measured data are generally containing errors and series expansion is
finite in reality, the "true" ODF is only approximated by the ODF ](g)
calculated from experimental data. It is
f(g) =A(g) + Af(g)
(10)
where the A-term includes experimental, numerical and truncation errors as well
as the "indeterminability" error of the odd pa, see e.g. (Matthies, 1984). In the
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harmonic method, j(g) is calculated by least squares methods (Bunge, 1982;
Dahms, Bunge, 1989). Then, it is possible that fo(g) contains negative regions,
because a Fourier series like Eq. (1) is not intrinsically positive.
It is impossible to determine the residual function Af(g) exactly. Only that part
can be calculated which transforms the partially negative function ](g) into a
non-negative function. The limiting constraint is the requirement that the
correction function Aj(g) should be minimized, with

Af" (g) f(g) o(g)

(11)

The problem now arises, how to find a positive ODF from a given ODF
containing negative values where both ODF’s should have the same even part
(g) or at least a minimum difference.
A positive approximation of an ODF containing negative values must be
defined. In the exponential method, this is (VH refers to Van Houtte (1991)):

f(g)

/fo(g),
exp (fo(g)
tr

r),

for fo(g) >- r
for fo(g) < r

(VH24)

(12)

Instead of r exp (fo(g) r), any other reasonable assumption can be made such as
the definition of a random texture component.

f’l(g) r, for fo(g) < r

(12’)

For r 0, Eq. (12) and Eq. (12’) are identical.
We shall now switch to the generalized index form because we have entered the
iteration loop. Renormalization is achieved by

f’(g) dg

(VH25)

(13)

fn(g) f’(g)/k’

(VH26)

(14)

k’
and then

If the procedure is terminated at n 1, and if r 0 is used in Eq. (12) for the
approximation of the complete ODF, exactly Wagner’s (1992) final correction is
realized.
The normalized function fn is developed into a series by

C(n) (2/+

1) ’(g)fn(g) dg

(VH20)

(15)

being used to calculate the even part f(g) of the estimated ODF f,(g). We now
compare f(g) with the original "even" ODE jV0(g ) using Eq. (11), having to
decide whether the solution, Eq. (14), is sufficient or not:
min IAf,,(g)l < a
(16a)

Afn(g) 2 dg b (VH17)

f(g) dg
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where a, b, c are constants to be defined by the user. If the solution is
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insufficient, a correction of f(g) is obtained by

f’n+l(g) fn(g) exp

Aft(g)

(VH27)

(17)

f,,(g)
Here, we can see the major advantage of the exponential method because during
the iteration, each estimate of f(g) is positive. For brevity, we define
Aft(g)
(18)
fn(g)
For 6fn(g)>> 1, Eq. (17) diverges, i.e. very large values may occur for f’+l(g)
because of the exponential function in Eq. (18). Van Houtte (1992) has tackled
this problem by modifying the basic function. Unfortunately, this disturbs the
mathematical clarity of his solution. Additionally, for 6f,(g)<<0, f’+(g) and
hence also f/(g) approaches zero. Then Eq. (17) diverges in the next iteration
step. For I/if(g)l << 1, Eq. (17) results in
f’+,(g) f(g) + Afn(g) fo(g) q- fn(g)
(19)
which is the final solution fN(g). We can see here that Idifn(g)l << 1, results in
unchanged even order coefficients because f0(g) is kept. Equation (19) can also be
used instead of Eq. (17), for 16f,(g)ll, but then, the simple positivity condition

6fn(g)

must be introduced additionally:

+ A]. (g),
tr,

for f,,(g) + Af.(g) -> r
for f(g) + Af,,(g) < r

(19’)

The final solution fN(g) does contain harmonic terms of infinite order. If f(g) is
developed into a finite series using Eq. (14) and the ODF is then recalculated, it
may contain negative values again--the truncation error. Because of that, we
suggest to use f(g) for graphic representation.
A major variant should be discussed here additionally. The difference A3n(g)
can be generalized. It can be understood as a difference between a general known
part of the ODF and its approximationmwhich should be in fact zero. If just a
few even order coefficients are known with high precision, e.g. if only a limited
number of pole figures was measured, the degree of series expansion for the final
positivity correction can be used. This leads to a speed-up of the whole iteration
loop which is very important in the case of low symmetries. This procedure
implies the description of the ODF by a limited number of strong coefficients
which is similar to the description by a finite number of components (Liicke et al.,
1981; Helming & Eschner, 1990). It has to be checked separately whether this
reduction leads to falsification of the ODF.

EXAMPLE
The effect of final positive correction will be checked by a real quartz-texture
(Braun et al., 1991). The choice of a real texture is important because only here,
considerable high order coefficients can be found. In Figure 1, the mean absolute
C-coefficients are shown up to the degree of series expansion L 23 as they were
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Figure I Mean absolute C-coefficients vs. degree of series expansion for a quartz-texture.

calculated using the positivity method. For the even-order coefficients, a phone of
0.5 was introduced as described in (Dahms, 1992). This leads to a minimum value
in the general axis distribution function of 0.11. For the odd-order coefficients, a
phone of 0.1 was introduced as described in (Dahms and Bunge, 1989). It was
impossible to obtain a fully positive complete ODF. The resulting minimum value
was -0.52.
As a first step, the precision of the numerical integration, Eq. (14), was
checked by calculating

AC

1
(C’V(0)
1
21
+
I,,v

C’V(1))2

(20)

for even and r -0.6 up to L 22. This term is equivalent to Eq. (16b). In the
case of perfect numerical integration, A C should be zero. The integration was
carried out in steps of 2.5 in q0 and
and 7.5 in 2o, respectively. This is the
unusual matrix for graphical representation. The resulting value was A C
6.7-10 which is small compared with expected errors in the range of
10-2... 10 -a according to Van Houtte (1991). For L 10, the error was reduced
to AC 1.6- 10
The iterative procedure described above was now applied using the isotropic
component of the axis distribution function r 0.11. In Figure 2, the decrease of
AC during the iterative procedure can be seen. For L 10, it quickly tends to the
numerical error, i.e. the even-order coefficients of low order are nearly kept
during the final positivity correction. For L 22, the reduction of A C is less
pronounced. The iteration was stopped after 3000 CPU sec.
As said before, the final positive ODF contains series terms of infinite order. In
order to check their influence, the final positive ODF with L 22 during the
iteration was developed into a series and recalculated up to L 23. The minimum
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Figare 2 Decrease of the error AC during the iterative final positivity correction for L
L 22.
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Figure 4 (continued)

value of the ODF was -0.55. This shows that the negative residuum at the end of
the positivity method is only due to the series truncation error.
In order to show that the final positivity correction does not change the ODF
remarkably and that also the reduction of the degree of series expansion during
50 of all ODFs is shown in Figure
iteration is uncritical, the section 191 25
3. This section was chosen because here, the minimum value was found in the
positivity method. It can be seen that the final positivity correction raises the
minimum value to the assumed phone, and the other data points are just slightly
adjusted in order to keep the even-order coefficients constant up to the given
degree L. No significant change in the texture-peaks takes place. This can also be
seen in Figure 4a-c, where the sections 20 0 of all ODFs are shown.

,

CONCLUSIONS
Final positivity correction of an ODF containing negative densities is easily
possible using a linear approach including the phone-concept. Reducing the
degree of series expansion for the iteration is uncritical. If the axis distribution
function is totally positive, final positivity correction only corrects the truncation
error. Final positivity correction is only necessary, if the representation of a
principally positive ODF without truncation error is desired.
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